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Abstract
The composition and properties of black carbon aerosol particles change continuously after
emission during transport in the atmosphere. Coagulation, condensation, and photochem-
istry are contributing processes, collectively termed aging. Understanding these processes is
important for assessing the climate impacts of black carbon aerosol. The use of single par-
ticle mass spectrometers has allowed unprecedented insight into black carbon mixing state
and associated aging processes, however it is difficult to fully exploit these measurements
using traditional modal or sectional models. The particle resolved aerosol model PartMC-
MOSAIC, on the other hand, is a suitable interface to connect to these observations from the
modeling side. In this work, we present the first PartMC-MOSAIC case study that uses data
from an aerosol time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ATOFMS) to constrain the model. The
instrument was deployed during the 2010 MEGAPOLI winter campaign in Paris, France.
PartMC-MOSAIC is a Lagrangian box model that resolves the per-particle composition
and hence provides a detailed representation of black carbon mixing state and aging pro-
cesses. The model simulates a representative group of particles distributed in composition
space, treating coagulation, condensation and other important processes on individual par-
ticle levels. For the initial conditions of the aerosol population and for the particle emissions
the quantitative chemical composition estimates from the ATOFMS measurements collected
during MEGAPOLI was used. The particle population was tracked for several hours as it
evolves, undergoing coagulation, dilution with the background air, and chemical transfor-
mations in the aerosol and gas phase. The model output is compared with the ATOFMS
mixing state observation. The work also quantifies the contribution of coagulation and con-
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densation to black carbon aging and discusses the implications of black carbon aging for
cloud condensation nucleation activity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Atmospheric Aerosol
The term aerosol is defined as a suspension of fine solid or liquid particles in a gas. Although
in a strict sense the term refers to the system of particles in gas phase, in the context of
atmospheric sciences we mostly look at the particle phase alone (Prospero et al., 1983).
Particles can arise from natural sources like deserts, oceans and volcanos or from anthro-
pogenic activities like biomass burning or fossil fuel combustion. They are either emitted
directly forming so called primary aerosol or can also be formed in the atmosphere forming
secondary aerosols. The latter are called secondary aerosols (Pandis et al., 1995). Their
size range can vary from few nanometers to few hundred micrometers. Fig 1.1 (adapted
from Seinfeld and Pandis (2012)) shows a typical distribution of aerosols in the atmosphere.
According to their sizes (diameter Dp) aerosols can be classified as ultrafine (Dp < 100 nm),
fine (Dp < 2.5 µm) and coarse particles (2.5 µm < Dp < 100 µm). The main sources of
fine aerosol are combustion processes like biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion. Fine
aerosols can also be formed due to secondary processes. The main sources of coarse particles
are mechanical processes which include resuspended materials from natural emitters like sea
spray, volcanic emissions and mineral dust.
The aerosol particles can also be grouped together in different modes according to their
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size: Nucleation mode (10−3 µm – 10−2 µm), Aitken mode (10−2 µm – 0.1 µm), Accumulation
mode (0.1 µm - 1 µm) and Coarse mode (> 1 µm). The nucleation mode and Aitken mode
accounts for most of the number and the accumulation mode and coarse mode particles
account for the mass. The nucleation mode particles are formed due to nucleation from
supersaturated vapor. The small particles grow by condensation of vapor and coagulation
with other particles to form Aitken mode and accumulation mode particles. Coarse mode
particles are almost always directly emitted into the atmosphere (John et al. (1990) and
Kulmala et al. (2004)).
Figure 1.1: Schematic of a typical size distribution, source, formation and removal mech-
anism of a typical atmospheric aerosol(Whitby and Cantrell , 1976) (adapted from Seinfeld
and Pandis (2012)).
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1.1.1 Chemical composition of aerosol
Bulk Composition of aerosol
The coarse particles are mostly composed of crustal matters (Koc¸ak et al. (2007) and Dzubay
et al. (1982)) like sea salt, pollens, mineral dust. Black carbon (BC) and the inorganic and
organic fraction mostly constitute the fine fraction (Artaxo et al. (1994), Hildemann et al.
(1991), Carson et al. (1997)). Fig 1.2 shows the composition of non-refractory organic and
inorganic species at multiple sites across the Northern Hemisphere (Jimenez et al., 2009).
Figure 1.2: Mass concentration and mass fraction of non refractory inorganic and organic
species measured with AMS at multiple locations in the Northern Hemisphere (Jimenez
et al., 2009).
Ammonium, nitrate, sulfate and chloride mostly make up the inorganic fraction. The
particles are formed due to reactions between NH+4 (predominant base in the atmosphere,
mostly obtained from anthropogenic activities like use of fertilizer or from animal husbandry
((Timmer et al., 2005) and Harrison and Kitto (1992))) with SO2−4 (from oxidation of SO2,
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mostly obtained from emission power plant (Burton et al., 1996)), NO−3 (formed from oxida-
tion of NOx emitted from the fossil fuel combustion and vehicular emission (Delmas et al.,
1997)) or Cl− (from sea spray or from hydrochloric acid from incinerators or power plant
(Harrison and Yin, 2000)).
The second major component making up the aerosols is the carbonaceous fraction. It
include black carbon (BC) and the organic aerosol (OA) containing carbon along with hy-
drogen and oxygen.
Organic aerosol is primarily emitted from anthropogenic activities like biomass burning,
traffic emission, meat cooking and its natural sources are mostly biogenic emissions (Rogge
et al. (1991), Rogge et al. (1993), Hildemann et al. (1991)). They can also form in the
atmosphere due to complex chemical reactions involving VOCs and subsequent gas to particle
conversions (Hallquist et al., 2009) forming secondary organic aerosol (SOA). Due to the
complex nature of its formation and subsequent transformation, it is difficult to model their
formation and subsequent interaction of OA with other aerosol particles in the atmosphere
(Schell et al. (2001), Odum et al. (1996), Shrivastava et al. (2011)). Organic carbon (OC)
is the fraction of carbon in OA excluding the associated hydrogen and oxygen (Bond et al.,
2013). The ratio of OA to OC varies from 1.1 to 2.2 (Russell , 2003).
BC is the other carbonaceous aerosol fraction. It is formed during combustion processes
and is found throughout the Earth system. BC is the primary focus of this work.
Black carbon
The major sources of BC are residential fuels, emissions from diesel or gasoline engines, open
burning of forests and savannas, ship plumes emission and aviation (Bond et al., 2013) (Fig
1.3).
BC aerosols strongly absorb visible light (Bond et al. (2006) and Petzold et al. (2013)),
are insoluble in water or other organic solvents (Fung , 1990), have a very high vaporization
temperature of around 4000 K (Schwarz et al., 2006) and have mostly fractal aggregate
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morphology (Medalia and Heckman, 1969). Fig 1.4 shows the lifecycle of BC aerosol from
emission to its incorporation in the climate system.
Although composition of BC aerosol is dependent on the fuel type and operating condi-
tions (Toner et al., 2006), freshly emitted BC particles are mostly hydrophobic (Weingartner
et al., 1997). During transport, the particles can become more hygroscopic due to coagula-
tion with soluble aerosols, condensation of secondary organic and inorganic species on them
and photochemical processes (Riemer et al., 2009).
Figure 1.3: Emission rates of BC in the year 2000 by region, indicating major source cate-
gories in each region (adapted from Bond et al. (2013)).
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Mixing state of aerosol
Almost all aerosol particles are composed of several species. The composition of the particles
define their physico-chemical properties which in turn determine the behavior and lifecycle
of individual aerosol particles in the atmosphere.
One of the ways to describe the characteristics of a particle population in the atmosphere
is by using the concept mixing state. Riemer and West (2013) gave the first quantitative
metric for aerosol population mixing state using the mixing state metrics like diversity.
Diversity (Di) of a single particle i measures how uniformly distributed the constituent
species are within the particle. The value of Di can range from Di=1 for a pure particle to
the Di=A where A is the number of species in a particle. Single particle diversity can be
extended to the entire population using different measures for particle diversity can be used.
Alpha diversity or Dα measures average per-particle diversity in the entire population, beta
Figure 1.4: Source of Black Carbon emission and its impact on different climate pro-
cesses(adapted from (Bond et al., 2013)).
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diversity or Dβ measures the inter-particle diversity and gamma diversity or Dγ measures
the bulk population diversity. The mixing ratio index (χ) can be defined as the affine ratio
of Dα to Dγ, which measures the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the population. It can
range from χ = 0 when all particles are pure or fully externally mixed to χ = 1 when all
particles have identical mass fraction or they are fully internally mixed. Fig 1.5 shows the
relation between population diversity and mixing state indices.
Figure 1.5: Mixing state diagram illustrating relation between Dα, Dγ and χ.
In this work, we will later use the concept of mixing state and the different mixing state
parameters to look at the aging processes of aerosols. These will also be used to characterize
the particle population under different conditions.
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1.2 Impacts of aerosol
Aerosols have adverse effects on health, climate and also have serious environmental effect
like visibility impairment, environmental damages and aesthetic damage (EPA, 2014).
1.2.1 Impacts on health
High aerosol loading in the atmosphere causes adverse health effect like lung cancer, car-
diopulmonary diseases, higher rate of premature mortality (Bell et al. (2003), Zeka et al.
(2005), Pope III and Dockery (2006), Woodruff et al. (2008), Kan et al. (2007), Samoli et al.
(2005), Schwartz et al. (2002), Schwartz et al. (2008), Pope III et al. (2002)). Fig 1.6 gives
the estimated adjusted rate ratios for cardiovascular disease related mortality (Laden et al.,
2006). Rates of respiratory illness and chronic illness in people especially children are ex-
acerbated due to presence of high aerosol loading in the atmosphere (Dockery et al. (1989)
and Ellison and Waller (1978)).
Figure 1.6: Adjusted mortality rates or rate ratios for US cities plotted over PM2.5 con-
centration based on Harvard Six cries study (Laden et al., 2006) for Period 1(1974 – 1989)
(in bold) and Period 2(1990 – 1998) (in italics).P denotes Portage, WI; T Topeka, KS; W
Watertown, MA; L St. Louis, MO; H Harriman, TN; S Steubenville, OH.
Coarse particles are mostly responsible for inflammatory diseases in the cardiopulmonary
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region. Fine and ultra fine particles can move from lung to circulatory system causing altered
blood coagulation, and even disease in organs directly not exposed to aerosols (Schwarze
et al., 2006). Fig 1.7 shows the deposition potential of aerosol particles of different sizes on
different parts of human respiratory system. The larger particles are dominated by inertial
behavior and are hence deposited in the upper airways. The smaller particles are dominated
by Brownian motion and can penetrate deeper into the lungs (Maynard and Kuempel , 2005).
Figure 1.7: Deposition of particles on different parts of human respiratory system based on
their size (Alberni-Clayoquot , 2014).
1.2.2 Impacts on climate
Radiative forcing (RF) is used to assess and compare the anthropogenic and natural drivers
of climate change. Ramaswamy et al. (2001) defined Radiative Forcing (RF) as the change
in net (down minus up) irradiance (solar plus longwave; in Wm−2 ) at the tropopause after
allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to radiative equilibrium, but with surface
and tropospheric temperatures and state held fixed at the unperturbed values. Aerosols
interact with the Earth’s radiative balance influencing the climate.
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Fig 1.8 shows the measure of radiative forcing by different components in the Earth’s
atmosphere. The uncertainty associated with anthropogenic aerosol forcing is much higher
than that associated with any other components (Houghton et al. (2001) and Forster et al.
(2007)). RF associated with aerosols have medium to low level of scientific understanding
(LOSU) (Stocker et al., 2013, Chapter 8).
Figure 1.8: Radiative forcing (hatched) and Effective Radiative Forcing (solid) of climate
between 1750 – 2011 (Stocker et al., 2013, Chapter 8).
Fig 1.9 gives a conceptual framework for the aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud inter-
action. Aerosol particles can both scatter and absorb incoming solar radiation (McCormick
and Ludwig (1967), Haywood and Boucher (2000), Charlson et al. (1992)). This is called
the direct effect. When the net incoming radiation is scattered back by the aerosol, there is
a net cooling effect. But if the incoming radiation is absorbed by aerosol layer, it causes net
warming. The aerosol radiative forcing was estimated to be −0.5± 0.4 Wm−2 for the direct
effect (Stocker et al., 2013). Aerosol load can also affect cloud properties at the global scale
by changing cloud microphysical properties. It can also change properties of cloud droplets
or ice nuclei depending on their size distribution, chemical composition, concentration and
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other physical properties. This is called the aerosol indirect effect (Lohmann and Feichter
(2005), Pruppacher et al. (1998), Ackerman et al. (2000)). Increased aerosol loading in the
atmosphere increase cloud droplet number concentration, reduce cloud droplet size, change
cloud albedo and amount of solar energy reaching the surface (Twomey (1974), Twomey
(1977)). The increase in cloud albedo can lead to cooling and can partially counteract the
warming due to greenhouse gas (Slingo, 1990). Indirect effect of aerosols can also cause
increase in cloud cover with increasing global temperature (Arking , 1991) and also in cloud
absorption of shortwave radiation (Boers and Mitchell , 1994). In AR5 the RF associated
with the indirect effect was reported as −0.9 Wm−2.
Figure 1.9: Direct and Indirect effect of aerosol on climate change (Stocker et al., 2013,
Chapter 7).
The discussion of impacts of aerosols on climate remains incomplete without mentioning
the impact of BC aerosol. Unlike aerosols like SO2−4 , BC absorbs radiation causing warming
(direct effect). Beyond the direct and indirect effects, BC particles near cloud layer result
in cloud evaporation. This phenomenon is also known as semi direct effect (Ackerman
et al. (2000), Hansen et al. (1997)). BC particularly causes reduction in cloud droplet size
affecting precipitation efficiency, increasing the liquid water content and thus cloud lifetime
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(Albrecht , 1989) and cloud thickness (Pincus and Baker , 1994). This is known as the second
indirect effect. BC particles influence atmospheric stability from local scale (Koch and
Del Genio, 2010) to global scale (Hansen et al., 1997). They can affect cloud formation,
cloud cover, cloud microphysics and the hydrological cycle. Moreover BC particles deposited
on snow reduce snow albedo, accelerating snow melting and thus triggering a snow-albedo
feedback (Flanner et al., 2007). Fig 1.10 shows the best estimate of individual climate forcing
components for BC emission in the year 2005 compared to those in 1750 (the industrial era)
(Bond et al., 2013). Although BC has mostly warming effect, due to the semi direct effect
it can also cause some cooling.
Figure 1.10: Globally averaged climate forcing from BC emissions in the year 2005 compared
to those in 1750 (the industrial era) (Bond et al., 2013).
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1.3 Aerosol Modeling
1.3.1 Aerosol aging
As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, individual aerosol particles are composed of different species
like BC, OA, SO4, NO3, etc. Moreover during their lifetime the physical and chemical
composition of aerosols change, changing their impacts on atmosphere. Primary particles
and particles formed by nucleation are initially externally mixed (each particle type has
distinct size distribution and composition). The primary aerosol particles interact with
other gases and particles present in the atmosphere. Due to coagulation, condensation etc,
they undergo change in chemical composition forming internally mixed particles (Zaveri
et al., 2010). With changes in the physico-chemical properties of the particles, the aerosol-
cloud interaction, or aerosol-radiation interaction changes. This process of changing aerosol
mixing state is defined as ”aging” and it determines particle growth in response to ambient
RH. Field studies and modeling studies have shown that aging processes affect the cloud
condensation nucleation properties (Cantrell et al. (2001), Mochida et al. (2006), Furutani
et al. (2008), Kuwata et al. (2007), Medina et al. (2007), Cubison et al. (2008), Andreae and
Gelencse´r (2006), Levin et al. (1996), Okada and Hitzenberger (2001), Johnson et al. (2005))
and optical properties of aerosols affecting radiative properties (Jacobson (2001), Schnaiter
et al. (2003), Kleinman et al. (2007), Chy`lek et al. (1995), Riemer et al. (2003), Bond et al.
(2006)). BC can be considered as a very important example of aerosol particle affected by
aging.
The aging processes of BC impact both direct and indirect effects on climate (described
in Section 1.2.2). The major challenge here is that it happens on different scales. Change in
per-particle composition changes macro-scale impacts of the aerosol and representing per-
particle process in the global scale is difficult (Ghan and Schwartz , 2007). Aging of BC
particles changes direct effect, indirect and semi direct effect of aerosols on climate. The
diverse effects of BC on atmospheric interaction makes accurate representation of aerosol
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processes in the climate model pertinent but at the same time BC aerosols cannot be studied
in isolation (Stier et al. (2006), Myhre et al. (2009))
1.3.2 Traditional aerosol modeling
Aerosols in models have traditionally been represented as a bulk population or as a function
of single independent variable like particle mass or size.
Sectional models (Wexler et al. (1994), Jacobson (1997), Adams et al. (1999), Zaveri
et al. (2008)) place a grid on the independent variable space and store the number or mass
distribution or both. Many comprehensive sectional aerosol models have typically considered
only one particle size distribution spread over discrete size bins (P Capaldo et al. (2000),
Zhang et al. (2004), Zaveri et al. (2008)). Species within each size bin are assumed to be
internally mixed and different bins are treated as externally mixed. This treatment causes
freshly emitted particles to age immediately, distorting the understanding of aerosol life cycle.
Sometimes two or more distributions have been used to transfer externally mixed particles
to various internal mixtures (Jacobson et al. (1994), Fassi-Fihri et al. (1997), Kleeman et al.
(1997), Russell and Seinfeld (1998)). The left panel of Fig 1.11 shows a schematic of sectional
model. As we can see from the figure, the composition of aerosols is each bin is same, but it
varies between two separate bins.
Another frequently used model type is the modal model (Whitby and McMurry (1997),
Whitby et al. (1991), Binkowski and Shankar (1995), Wilson et al. (2001), Stier et al. (2005))
mainly used in the global models. The middle panel of Fig 1.11 shows a modal model. The
particle distribution is represented as a sum of modes (typically with a log normal size
distribution). Freshly emitted hydrophobic particles and aged hygroscopic particles are
represented using separate modes.
Due to the simplifying assumption both sectional and modal models lose important
information regarding aerosol mixing state.
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1.3.3 Particle resolved aerosol modeling
To satisfy the need to have a computationally efficient approach to accurately represent
aspects of aerosol mixing state, a particle resolved aerosol model can be used. The newly
developed sate-of-the-art model PartMC-MOSAIC is used for this purpose. The right panel
of Fig 1.11 shows a schematic of a particle resolved model.
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Figure 1.11: Representation of sectional model (left), modal model (center) and particle
resolved model (left).
PartMC (particle resolved Monte Carlo) explicitly resolves and tracks the composition
of many individual aerosol particles in a well-mixed computational volume. Coagulation is
simulated stochastically, assuming that coagulation events are Poisson-distributed with a
Brownian kernel, following the approach pioneered by Gillespie (1975). Emission of aerosols
in the computational volume, vertical entrainment and dilution with background air are
also simulated stochastically. PartMC is coupled with the state-of-the-art aerosol chem-
istry model MOSAIC (Zaveri et al., 2008). MOSAIC simulates gas phase chemistry (Zaveri
and Peters , 1999), particle phase thermodynamics (Zaveri et al. (2005a) and Zaveri et al.
(2005b)) and dynamic gas particle mass transfer (Zaveri et al., 2008) in deterministic man-
ner. The coupled PartMC-MOSAIC together predicts number, mass and full composition
distribution on a particle by particle basis. Since each particle is tracked explicitly, we
can have particles of the same size having different composition and thus different optical
properties and CCN activation potential. The errors in calculating these quantities due to
simplifying assumptions in traditional sectional or modal models are reduced, thus making
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the coupled model suitable for use as numerical bench mark for more approximate models
(McGraw et al., 2008). Simulating all particles explicitly in a population of different aerosol
particles, eliminate errors caused by numerical diffusion and artificial internal mixing. A
shell core Mie Code (Ackerman and Toon, 1981) was coupled with PartMC-MOSAIC to
predict light scattering and absorption of black carbon particles coated with soluble species.
1.3.4 Initial model result: Idealized urban plume scenario
As an initial study PartMC-MOSAIC was applied in a Lagrangian box model framework
to an idealized urban plume scenario based on conditions of Los Angeles, CA, to study the
evolution of aerosol mixing state due to condensation and coagulation (Riemer et al. (2009)
and Riemer et al. (2010)). The influence of aerosol mixing state on optical properties and
CCN activation properties was studied as aerosols of different types aged in an evolving
urban plume over a period of two days.
Figure 1.12: Schematic of idealized urban plume (adapted from Zaveri et al. (2010)).
Fig 1.12 shows the schematic of the idealized urban plume scenario. An air parcel con-
taining the background air was advected within the well mixed boundary layer over a large
urban area for a period of 12 hour from 0600 to 1200 LST. As the air parcel is advected
over the large urban area it experiences continuous emission of NOx, SO2, CO, VOCs and
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aerosols. Emission was switched off after 1800LST but the evolution of air parcel was tracked
for another 36h. The air parcel experienced dilution due to vertical entrainment with the
background air. For simplicity, the particle emission strength, size distribution and compo-
sition were kept constant with time during emission. The simplifying assumption and the
idealized urban plume was used and although it does not represent a particular location or
episode, it demonstrated the capabilities of the model.
Figure 1.13: Evolution of key trace gases and bulk aerosol species in the urban air parcel as
it is advected downwind for 2 days (adapted from Zaveri et al. (2010)).
Fig 1.13 shows the evolution of key trace gases and bulk aerosol species in the urban air
parcel as it is advected downwind for 2 days. Since the primary trace gases and aerosols were
emitted only during the first 12 h of the simulation and they display a maximum around
1800 LST. Their concentrations steadily declined thereafter due to chemical reaction and
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dilution with background air.
1.4 Thesis objectives
To this date PartMC-MOSAIC has been mainly used for idealized case studies (Riemer et al.
(2009), Zaveri et al. (2010) and Zaveri et al. (2009)) and has not been used in conjunction
with particle-resolved measurements in a real environment. In this work, we develop a case
study for the model based on wintertime condition in Paris, from data collected during
MEGAPOLI field campaign in Paris during winter of 2010. With the comprehensive gas
phase, aerosol phase and meteorological data obtained from this campaign the case study
was developed and was then used further to compute BC impact quantities like mixing state
parameters, optical properties and CCN properties for the specific environmental conditions.
The three main objectives of this work were to create a plume scenario based on the envi-
ronmental conditions in Paris, study the evolution of BC mixing state under these condition
and understand the processes impacting the evolution of the mixing state.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the MEGAPOLI field campaign and describes particle
resolved measurement and Chapter 3 describes the methodologies of development of the case
study based on the conditions of Paris.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 focuses on the presentation of the results. Chapter 4 compares
the model result with the observation, establishing the veracity of the model. Chapter 5
analyzes the aerosol microphysics, specifically optical properties and CCN properties. This
chapter also presents into impacts of processes like coagulation and condensation on bulk
aerosol population and different aerosol microphysical properties.
Finally Chapter 6 summarizes the major finding of this study.
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Chapter 2
The MEGAPOLI Field Campaign
2.1 MEGAPOLI project
2.1.1 MEGAPOLI overview
Megacities are defined as metropolitan area with more than 10 million inhabitants. They can
range from urban areas with relatively clean air in industrialized nations to highly polluted
cities in the developing world (Molina and Molina (2004) and Molina et al. (2004)). Fig 2.1
shows the projected megacities in the year 2015.
Figure 2.1: Map of megacities projected to have 5, 8 and 10 million population in 2015
(adapted from KRAAS (2003)).
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Megacities consume the world’s larges fraction of fossil fuel budget and are responsible
for many air quality issues affecting human health and also changes in climate (regional
and global). But across the world megacities are different from each other. They can
differ in topography, meteorology, demography, industrialization level and therefore they
can have different air quality, different emission controls and thus have different impact on
the environment, health and climate, especially on regional and global scale.
The MEGAPOLI project (Megacities: Emissions, urban, regional and Global Atmo-
spheric POLlution and climate effects, and Integrated tools for assessment and mitigation)
focused on the impact of megacity emissions on local, regional, and global air quality. Fig
2.2 describes the linkage between megacities, air quality and climate interaction.
Figure 2.2: Schematic showing the linkage between megacities, air quality and climate
(adapted from Baklanov et al. (2010)).
The main objectives of the project were (http://megapoli.info/) -
- assessing impacts of megacities and large air-pollution hot-spots on local, regional, and
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global air quality and climate
- quantifying feedbacks between megacity emissions, air quality, local and regional cli-
mate, and global climate change
- development and implementation of improved, integrated tools to assess the impacts
of air pollution from megacities on regional and global air quality and climate and to
evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation option
Fig 2.3 shows the complete domain of the MEGAPOLI field campaign (van der Gob
et al., 2010). The four megacities in Europe are London, Paris, the Rhine-Ruhr and the
Po-valley. Out of these four only London and Paris meet the criteria of megacities defined
earlier in the section. However the Rhine-ruhr region and the Po valley are also heavily
urbanized and industrialized region. In this thesis we focus on Paris, which is one of the
largest megacities in Europe, with a population of around 11 million people concentrated in
a densely populated urban area with approximately 20 km diameter.
Figure 2.3: Complete domain of MEGAPOLI field campaign (van der Gob et al., 2010).
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As a part of the MEGAPOLI field campaign a one month long field measurements were
performed during summer 2009 and winter 2010 in Paris. Each campaign included three
ground based measurement sites (one urban, and two urban background sites), an aircraft
(the French ATR-42 to track the evolution of the megacity plume and the build up of sec-
ondary aerosol species from gaseous precursors during summertime) and 2 mobile platforms
(operated by Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and Max Planck Institute (MPI)). Comprehen-
sive measurement of particle and gas chemical composition and particle physical properties
were performed (Crippa, 2012) in the three sites. Fig 2.4 shows a Google Earth image of
the different sites for Paris. In this study we work with the wintertime data collected at the
urban site based on LHVP (Le laboratoire d’hygine de la Ville de Paris).
Figure 2.4: Location of the urban, urban-background and rural sites for Paris.
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2.1.2 Methodology and data
The wintertime measurement of aerosols was performed from 15 January – 11 February 2010
at LHVP. The aerosol measurement campaign was divided into four periods (described in
Healy et al., 2012).
• Period I (15 January 2010, 00:00LT – 25 January 2010, 12:00LT) was influenced by
marine air masses originating in the Atlantic Ocean, with little influence from sources
outside Paris. A low wind speed fog event was observed on 18 January during which
growth of BC particles to larger sizes was observed. 23 – 24 January had calm condition
with no fog and there was a large build up of aged ammonium nitrate rich wood burning
particles.
• Period II (25 January 2010, 12:00 LT – 28 January 2010, 00:00 LT) was characterized
by a continental air mass originating in Eastern Europe.
• Period III (28 January 2010, 00:00 LT – 7 February 2010, 00:00 LT) was similar to
Period I, but was dominated by polar as well as marine air masses with very little
sensitivity to ground level aerosol emission.
• Period IV (7 February 2010, 00:00 LT – 11 February 2010, 17:00 LT) was influenced by
continental air mass sensitive to emissions in North Eastern Europe and the Benelux
countries
The aerosol sampling site was at LHVP. To obtain the particle resolved chemical com-
position of aerosols between 100 nm – 3000 nm, AToFMS (Aerosol Time of Flight Mass
Spectrometer) (Gard et al., 1997) fitted with an aerodynamic lens was used. Fig 2.5 shows a
schematic of working principle of AToFMS. Single particles were sampled, 4 m above ground
level through a critical orifice and they were then focused in the aerodynamic lens before
transmission to the sizing range. The time of flight between the two continuous wave lasers
was used to calculate the aerodynamic diameter dva. Particles were subsequently ionized
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using another laser and therefore each particle had a distinct dual ion mass spectrum. The
mass spectrum was used to classify the different particles into different aerosol classes.
To characterize the physico-chemical properties of the particles, a suite of instrument in-
cluding a High Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, Aero-
dyne Research Inc.) (DeCarlo et al., 2006), a Twin Differential Mobility Particle Sizer
(TDMPS) (Birmili et al., 1999), a Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP) (Petzold
and Scho¨nlinner , 2004) and a three wavelength nephelometer (TSI Model 3563) (Heintzen-
berg et al., 2006) were used. PM2.5 was also sampled on the roof of the LHVP building
(14m above ground level) and analyzed using an OCEC field instrument (Sunset Labora-
tory, Forest Grove, OR) and a 7 λ aethalometer (Magee Scientific, model AE-31). Further
description of the instruments and aerosol data collection can be obtained from Sciare et al.,
2011, Healy et al., 2012, and Healy et al., 2013.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of a portable ATOFMS (Gard et al., 1997).
Meteorological data was collected using a Campbell Scientific weather station. Additional
meteorological data were also provided by Meteo-France, collected at Parc Montsouris, ap-
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proximately 1.5 km from LHVP. Fig 2.6 shows the temporal trend of the temperature and
relative humidity measured during the campaign period.
Figure 2.6: Temporal trend of temperature and relative humidity.
The gas phase ambient measurements obtained as a part of the LHVP measurements
are also part of the routine air quality measurements in Paris (Dolgorouky et al. (2012)
and Bressi et al. (2013)). O3, CO, NOx and VOCs were measured using UV analyzer, IR
analyzer, chemiluminiscence and GC-FID respectively (Gros et al., 2011). Fig 2.7 show the
temporal trend of CO, NO and NO2 for the campaign period.
The particles collected were divided into different classes according to their composition
(described in Healy et al., 2012 and Healy et al., 2013). The different aerosol classes are -
• EC-OA : Mass spectra is characterized by signals for [Na]+, [Ca] + and elemental
carbon fragments [Cn]
−. The particles peaked during the morning and evening rush
hours, as expected for a local vehicular source.
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Figure 2.7: Temporal trend of ambient gases.
• K-EC : Mass spectra is characterized by strong signal of [K]+, [Na]+ and [Cn]−. The
particles show a consistent peak during evening, suggesting a local wood burning
source. The particles have a dominant small mass mode at 280 nm and less pro-
nounced broader mass mode at 750 nm.
• K-OA : Particles exhibit a strong diurnal trend with higher mass concentration in the
evening. The strong diurnal behavior and relatively small number size mode (280 nm)
suggest that these particles are fresh, while the relatively high potassium content in-
dicates that local biomass burning is the most likely source. These particles show a
strong peak for potassium [K]+ and [CN]−.
• EC-OA-SOx : Mass spectra exhibits signal for ammonium [NH3]+, [NH4],+ organic
carbon [C2H3O]
+, and a small signal for sodium [Na]+ in the positive ion mass spec-
tra, and elemental carbon fragment ions [Cn]
− and a relatively high signal for sulfate in
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the negative ion spectra [HSO4]
−. These particles contained internally mixed OC, am-
monium, sulfate and nitrate. Sulfate was observed even in fresh particles, suggesting
rapid condensation in the combustion plume. The highest concentration of these par-
ticles was observed during a low wind speed fog event, indicating these particles are at
least partly formed through heterogeneous processing of locally emitted EC particles.
• EC-OA-NOx : Mass spectra exhibits signal for nitrate [NO2]−, [NO3]− in the neg-
ative ion spectra. These particles do not have apparent diurnal trend, indicating a
regional/long-range transport origin. These particles are on average the largest EC-
containing particles observed, with a dominant mass mode at 580 nm.
• K-OA-NOx : Mass spectra shows positive ion mass spectra as K-OA and also for
[NH4],
+ and [NO3]
−. The number-size mode of this class is larger than fresh K-OA
particles (310 nm), indicating that these particles may represent aged biomass burning
particles that have accumulated nitrate during transport. The highest concentrations
for this particle class was observed during a regional stagnation event on 01/23 – 01/24.
• K-OA-SOx : Mass spectra is similar to that observed for K-OA-NOx but with higher
signals for ammonium and sulphate. This class may thus represent aged biomass burn-
ing particles that have accumulated ammonium nitrate and sulphate, and potentially
SOA during transport.
• OA-NOx : OA-NOx particles do not exhibit a strong signal for potassium and are
characterised instead by a positive ion base peak at m/z 36 [C3]
+, suggesting that
these particles do not originate from biomass combustion, but are instead associated
either with fossil fuel combustion or SOA formation. These particles are characterised
by a broad size distribution with a relatively large number-size mode at 420 nm, and
do not exhibit an obvious diurnal trend.
• OA-SOx : Mass spectra is quite similar to OA-NOx, but with lower signals for nitrate
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[NO3]
− and higher signals for sulphate [HSO4]−. The diurnal trend is quite smooth,
and elevated concentrations are observed during periods influenced by continental air
masses.
• OA-TMA : It is observed exclusively during continental transport events. The dual
ion mass spectra for OA-TMA particles are similar to those observed for OA-SOx
particles but with an additional intense peak at m/z 59 [N(CH3)3]
+ corresponding to
trimethylamine (TMA)
Figure 2.8: Temporal trend of mass concentration of the fresh ATOFMS aerosol classes.
EC-OA, K-EC and K-OA are considered as the fresh emission classes whereas the other
classes are all formed due to aging of freshly emitted particles. Fig 2.8 shows the temporal
trend of these fresh emission classes during Period 3. EC-OA, which mostly originates from
traffic has the highest contribution to aerosol mass. All the three emission classes show
similar temporal trend.
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Chapter 3
Development Of Urban Plume
Scenario
As described in Section 1.3.3, PartMC-MOSAIC, simulates the evolution of individual aerosol
particles and trace gases, within a well mixed computational volume that represents a larger
well mixed air parcel of interest. The mass of each particle is tracked, but the particle
position in space is not simulated, making it a zero-dimensional or box model (Riemer et al.,
2010). MOSAIC treats key aerosol species including sulfate, nitrate, chloride, carbonate,
methanesulfonic acid (MSA), ammonium, sodium, calcium, other inorganic mass (OIN),
BC, primary organic aerosol (POA) and secondary organic aerosol (SOA) (Zaveri et al.,
2008).
In this study the model is applied to a urban plume scenario based on the conditions in
Paris, during a particular period of MEGAPOLI campaign, to study the evolution of aerosol
mixing state due to coagulation and condensation. Fig 3.1 shows the schematic of the Paris
plume scenario, which is set up for wintertime condition in Paris. The evolution of gas phases
species and aerosol particles are tracked in a well mixed Lagrangian air parcel, that initially
contained background air. The air parcel was advected for 24 hour over a large urban area
whose environmental conditions are similar to the conditions seen in Paris, France during
Period 3 of the MEGAPOLI campaign.
Compared to the other periods, Period 3 of the MEGAPOLI field campaign as described
in Section 2.1.2 has low sensitivity toward ground level emission and the urban plume sce-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of idealized Paris plume scenario.
nario is based on this period. The model day (0600 LST of Day 1 to 0500 LST of Day 2)
is constructed based on the conditions of the weekdays (total of 7 days) during Period 3.
The diurnal trend of the aerosol emissions varies from weekdays to weekends. To reduce
this variability, only the weekdays were considered to develop the scenario. The box model
approach used in this study is actually a very simplified way to look at this complex envi-
ronment. This chapter presents the development of the paris plume scenario using the data
available from the campaign measurement.
The three major component of the model are -
• Meteorological inputs (Section 3.1)
• Gas phase inputs (Section 3.2)
• Aerosol phase inputs (Section 3.3)
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3.1 Meteorological Input
The four major components of the meteorological inputs are temperature, relative humidity,
mixing height and dilution rate with background air. The diurnal cycle of temperature of
the period is used in the model and mean relative humidity at 6am for the period is used
to initialize the model. The top panel of Fig 3.2 shows the temperature profile. The model
follows the mean temperature as shown by the solid black line. The bottom panel of the
figure shows the profile of RH. The black line is the mean relative humidity for the period
and the blue line shows the evolution of RH predicted by the model and it follows the mean
of the campaign measurement closely.
Figure 3.2: Prescribed meteorological variables temperature (top panel) and RH (bottom
panel) in the urban air parcel as it is advected downwind for a day.
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The atmospheric sounding data from Trappes station is used to ascertain the depth of
mixing layer. During the period, the mixing layer varied from 300 m to 600 m. A constant
400 m value was used for the entire simulation period. The parcel of air experiences dilution
with background air due to horizontal dispersion and it is modeled as a first order process.
The hourly dilution rate coefficient is obtained by dividing hourly wind speed value
by 20 km city length (Lee-Taylor et al., 2011). The top panel of Fig 3.3 shows the wind
speed during the period and the bottom panel shows the dilution rate. A constant dilution
coefficient of 2×10−4 sec−1 is used for the duration of simulation.
Figure 3.3: Wind speed (top panel) and Dilution coefficient (bottom panel) in the urban air
parcel as it is advected downwind for a day.
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The dilution rate of 2×10−4 sec−1 was selected after studying the sensitivity of different
dilution rate on different primary and secondary aerosols and gases. Fig 3.4 shows the
sensitivity study of model result. The solid blue line with blue vertical bars is the mean
of observed gas concentration and bulk aerosol concentration. The different colored lines
represent the model result due to different dilution rates. Relatively non reactive aerosol
like BC (bottom left panel) or gas like CO (top left panel) are less sensitive to change in
dilution rate. But secondary aerosol like NO3
− or reactive gases like NO shows a higher
sensitivity to dilution rate.
Figure 3.4: Sensitivity of model results of evolution of gas concentration (top panel) and
bulk aerosol concentration (bottom panel) to dilution rate.
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3.2 Gas phase input
The trace gas chemistry in MOSAIC is modeled with the lumped structure photochemical
mechanism CBM-Z (Zaveri and Peters , 1999), which affords a reasonable tradeoff between
accuracy and computational efficiency (Zaveri et al., 2008). Lumping process is used to sim-
plify complex organic chemistry of the polluted troposphere and involves lumping organics
according to the types of bonds present in their molecular structure. The major advantage
of using the CBM-Z mechanism is that CBM-Z need relatively fewer categories to represent
bond groups and the major disadvantage is a compromises on the initial reactivity of hy-
drocarbon mixture. The inorganic gas phase chemistry is kept almost identical to previous
literatures as inorganic tropospheric chemistry is rather well defined. Some of the examples
of CBM-Z species are -
• paraffin carbon atoms in higher alkanes and other non methane hydrocarbons (NMHC)
are lumped together in surrogate species ”PAR”
• terminal and internal olefinic bonds (C=C) is represented by OLET and OLEI respec-
tively
• lumped-structure carbonyl species in the mechanism, for example acetaldehyde (ALD2),
acetone (AONE), and methylglyoxal (MGLY) while HCHO is treated as an explicit
species.
Some examples of conversion of a VOC to a CBMz species are -
1. 1 mole of 1-octene = 1 mole OLET + 6 moles PAR
2. 1 mole of Ethylbenzene = 1mole TOL + 1 mole PAR
A detailed description of the rate reactions and CBM-Z species can be obtained in Zaveri
and Peters (1999).
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3.2.1 Emission data
Fig 3.5 shows the total emission of ambient air pollutants in Paris. The emission data for
gaseous air pollutants is taken from the MEGAPOLI emission inventory (Kuenen et al.,
2010).
Figure 3.5: Total emission of ambient air pollutants in Paris (Kuenen et al., 2010).
Since the VOC emission was reported in terms of bulk emission, it had to be apportioned
into individual species. Concentration of individual VOC species were obtained from LHVP
campaign measurements. The total VOC was speciated according to the ratio of the con-
centration of individual VOCs. Thereafter VOCs were converted to their respective CBM-Z
species. The total NOx reported in the emission inventory was also divided into NO and
NO2. The total emission was divided by the area of Paris to give emission flux. The gas
phase emission was assigned the same diurnal profile as used in the idealized urban plume
case described in Zaveri et al., 2010. Fig 3.6 shows the diurnal profile of emission flux of
selected gas phase species.
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Figure 3.6: Emission profile of gas phase species.
3.2.2 Background and Initial condition
The average concentration of the gas phase species at 6 am for the designated period is used
to initialize the model and the average concentration for the entire period for each of the
species is used to develop the background condition. Fig 3.7 shows the concentration of the
ambient gases used to initialize the model (top panel) and in the background air (bottom
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panel).
Figure 3.7: Concentration of ambient gases in the initial condition and background condition.
Initial and background gas phase concentration and the average emission flux of selected
gas phase species are listed in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Gas phase emission and background and initial concentration
Background Initial Emission
Species Symbol concentration concentration
ppb ppb mol.m2.s−1
Nitric oxide NO 15.0 9.3 9.26×10−9
Nitrogen dioxide NO2 8.0 30.4 6.53×10−10
Nitric acid HNO3 1.0 - -
Ozone O3 25.0 9.68 -
Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 1.1 - -
Carbon monoxide CO 318.0 299.0 2.37×10−08
Sulfur dioxide SO2 1.0 1.94 1.10×10−09
Ammonia NH3 0.1 0.25 7.75×10−10
Hydrogen chloride HCl 0.7 - -
Methane CH4 2.2×103 - -
Ethane C2H6 2.12 2.22 -
Formaldehyde HCHO 1.2 - 0
Methanol CH3OH 0.12 - 0
Methyl hydrogen peroxide CH3OOH 0.5 - -
Acetaldehyde ALD2 1.0 - 0
Paraffin carbon PAR 26.9 18.3 9.72×10−09
Acetone AONE 1.0 - 0
Ethene ETH 1.90 1.45 1.56×10−09
Terminal olefin carbons OLET 2.10 1.75 7.57×10−11
Internal olefin carbons OLEI 0.41 0.26 3.38×10−09
Toluene TOL 1.59 0.79 2.42×10−10
Xylene XYL 0.46 0.29 9.24×10−11
Lumped organic nitrate ONIT 0.1 - -
Peroxyacetyl nitrate PAN 0.8 - -
Higher organic acid RCOOH 0.2 - -
Higher organic peroxide ROOH 0.02 - -
Isoprene ISOP 0.2 - 1.60×10−10
Alcohols ANOL - - -
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3.3 Aerosol phase input
The aerosol phase measurement data were are used to construct the emission data and the
initial and background conditions. To construct the case study the data required can be
broadly divided into three categories -
• Composition of each of the aerosol classes
• Log normal size distribution of each of the aerosol classes with parameters like shape
factor σ and mean diameter Dpg
• The number flux fresh emission classes
All the ten aerosol classes described in Section 2.1.2 are used to construct aerosol phase
input. Fig 3.8 shows the composition of the different aerosol classes.
Figure 3.8: Composition of the different aerosol classes.
The ATOFMS data provides a partial size distribution for each hour of the aerosol number
concentration ranging from 112.62 – 629.21nm. The partial size distribution is extrapolated
using Igor to a log-normal distribution to give the size parameters, shape factor σ and mean
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diameter Dpg. Fig 3.9 shows the extrapolated lognormal distribution of the different aerosol
classes with σ and Dpg.
Figure 3.9: Log-normal distribution of the different aerosol classes.
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3.3.1 Emission data
The emission inventory reports the emission of PM2.5 as bulk emission in tons per year (Fig
3.5), but the model requires the input as a number flux for the different aerosol classes along
with the size parameters σ and mean diameter Dpg. The fresh emission classes EC-OA,
K-EC, K-OA are used as the aerosol emission modes. The total PM2.5 was attributed to the
three different emission classes, in the ratio of their mass concentration. Fig 3.10 shows the
total mass concentration of each of the aerosol classes during the period considered.
Figure 3.10: Total mass concentration of the aerosol emission classes.
The mass flux for each of the aerosol classes was converted to number flux as described
in Equations 3.1 and 3.2. The volume is proportional to the the third moment (Equation
3.1) and the mass is obtained from the volume (Equation 3.2). The emission flux is given
by Equation 3.3. Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the emission number
flux (given by Equation 3.4). The density of each of the aerosol classes is computed, using
the composition of each of the aerosol classes and density of the aerosol species (obtained
from MOSAIC). Table 3.2 shows the calculation of aerosol emission profile.
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Vi =
pi
6
· ni · d3pg,i · exp
(
9
2
(lnσg,i)
)2
(3.1)
Mi =
pi
6
· ρi · ni · d3pg,i · exp
(
9
2
(lnσg,i)
)2
(3.2)
Ei =
1
A
· dMi
dt
(3.3)
1
A
· dni
dt
=
Ei
A · exp (9
2
(lnσg,i)
2) · ρi · dpg,i (3.4)
where, i = 1 : 3, each of the aerosol classes, ni = number flux of each of the aerosol class,
Ei = emission of each of the classes in kg/sec, A = area of Paris (m
2), σg,i = size parameter
of each of the aerosol classes, ρi = density of each of the aerosol classes (kg/m
3) and dpg,i =
mean diameter of each of the aerosol classes (m)
Table 3.2: Calculation of number flux and aerosol emission parameters for different aerosol
classes
PM2.5 (ton/year) 12484
PM2.5 (kg/sec) 0.395
Paris Area (m2) 1.2012×1010
EC-OA K-EC K-OA
ratio 0.460 0.094 0.445
Mass flux (kg/sec) 0.182 0.037 0.176
Dpg (m) 1.0 × 10−7 1.39 × 10−7 1.84 × 10−7
σg 1.29 1.27 1.29
density (kg/m3) 1560.2 1576.8 1349.9
1
A
dn
dt
(#.m−2.s−1) 1.04 × 107 9.35 × 106 2.29 × 106
While the particle composition for each class is kept constant with time, a diurnal profile
is attributed to the emission. The diurnal emission profile for each aerosol class is extrapo-
lated from the LHVP measurement. It is assumed that for each period, the average diurnal
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profile of the aerosol concentration is representative of the emission profile. Fig 3.11 (a) (b)
and (c) show the diurnal profile of aerosol concentration from 6 am to 5 am next day, for
each of the aerosol classes. The solid black line shows the average hourly values (Hi) and
the standard deviation. The total aerosol mass concentration (T) for the average day is
calculated by summing over the hourly values for twenty-four hours. The hourly emission
rate (Ri) is then calculated by dividing the average hourly value Hi by the total aerosol mass
concentration T (Equation 3.5).
Ri =
Hi
T
(3.5)
Fig 3.11(d) shows the hourly emission rate of each of the aerosol emission classes. The
rate profile shows a distinct diurnal trend for all the classes and is used to construct the
case study. Following this rate we assume the aerosol emissions peak during morning and
evening.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3.11: The top three panel shows the aerosol mass concentration for the different
aerosol classes, with the mean and standard deviation. The bottom panel shows the emission
rate for the aerosol classes.
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3.3.2 Background and Initial Condition
The background aerosol population and the initial aerosol population are all multimodal.
All the ten aerosol classes are used to construct the background and initial conditions.
For initial condition the partial number concentration of particles at 6 am is obtained
and is denoted by N˜i, where i denotes each of the ten classes. For background condition
N˜i is obtained by the average number concentration for the entire period. Part of the total
number concentration was obtained from the campaign measurement and it was extrapolated
to calculate the total number concentration. The total number concentration for background
and initial condition for each of the classes is calculated using the properties of cumulative
size distribution of lognormal distribution. For a log normal distribution, cumulative size
distribution is given by Equation 3.6.
N˜i (Dp) =
Nt,i√
2pi lnσg,i
∫ Dp
0
1
Dp
exp
[
− (lnDp − lnDpg,i)2
2 ln2 σg,i
]
dDp (3.6)
where N˜i(Dp) = cumulative number concentration to diameter Dp, Nt,i = total number
concentration for each aerosol class, Dp = cut off diameter 112.62 nm
Equation 3.6 can be solved to obtain the cumulative number concentration as given by
Equation 3.7. Rearraging Equation 3.7 the total number concentration is obtained for each
of the aerosol classes, as shown in Equation 3.8
N˜i (Dp) =
Nt,i
2
[
1 + erf
(
ln Dp
Dpg,i√
2pi lnσg,i
)]
(3.7)
Nt,i =
2N˜i[
1− erf
(
ln
Dp
Dpg,i√
2pi lnσg,i
)] (3.8)
The shape factor, median diameter and concentration (for both background and initial
condition) of the different aerosol classes and emission flux of the fresh emission classes are
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summarized in Table 3.3. The number concentration of initial and background condition
and emission flux is also shown in Fig 3.12.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.12: Background and initial csoncentration and emissions of different types of aerosol
classes.
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Table 3.3: Background and initial csoncentration and emissions of different types of aerosol
classes.
σg Dpg Background Initial Emission flux
(nm) (m−3) (m−3) (m−2.sec−1)
EC-OA 1.29 105.38 1.03 × 109 1.13 × 109 1.04 × 107
K-EC 1.27 139.98 1.26 × 107 1.42 × 107 9.35 × 105
K-OA 1.29 184.85 3.93 × 107 4.28 × 107 2.29 × 106
EC-OA-SOx 1.24 129.74 1.08 × 108 7.08 × 107 -
EC-OA-NOx 1.24 136.59 4.21 × 107 2.91 × 107 -
K-OA-NOX 1.29 207.06 1.97 × 108 2.25 × 108 -
K-OA-SOx 1.32 215.27 6.30 × 107 6.95 × 107 -
OA-SOx 1.42 170.00 3.72 × 107 2.95 × 107 -
OA-NOx 1.4 279.57 5.70 × 106 7.10 × 106 -
OA-TMA 1.26 288.26 1.81 × 106 1.22 × 106 -
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Chapter 4
Comparison Of Model Results With
Observation
In the previous section the development of Paris plume has been described in detail. The
gas phase species and the aerosol particles were tracked in the Lagrangian air parcel. The
air parcel initially contained background air and was advected over the urban area whose
conditions are similar to Paris. The simulation started at 06:00 LST and during the ad-
vection process, trace gases and aerosol particles from different sources were emitted into
the air parcel and the emission varied through out the day following a typical diurnal cycle
(described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.1). The air parcel was tracked for 24h and the gas
phase species and aerosols evolved due coagulation and condensation.
In this section the model results have been compared with the observation for these
categories -
1. Evolution of trace gases and bulk aerosol species (Section 4.1)
2. Evolution of Size distribution of aerosol species (Section 4.2)
3. Mixing state of aerosols (Section 4.3)
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4.1 Evolution of Trace gases and Bulk aerosol species
Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 shows the time series of evolution of trace gases and bulk aerosol species
respectively. The model result, for both trace gases (Fig 4.1) and bulk aerosol concentration
(Fig 4.2) is shown using solid black line and the average value from the campaign measure-
ment is shown using the solid blue line. The error bar shows the variability of the observation
with respect to the mean observation for the period in the campaign measurement from the
mean.
Figure 4.1: Evolution of key trace gas in the urban air parcel as it is advected and comparison
with the observation.
Fig 4.1 shows the evolution of selected trace gases undergoing a diurnal cycle. For
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primary gas like CO (top left panel of Fig 4.1) the main source is emission and there is no
appreciable change due to secondary production or removal in the span of a day and the
model follows the observations very closely. NO (top right panel of Fig 4.1) is the primary
form of NOx emission. A high value of NO is observed during early morning high traffic
hour (which is the primary source of NOx). NO2 is also emitted from fossil fuel burning and
manufacturing processes and it shows a trend opposite to NO (bottom left panel Fig 4.1).
The model prediction also shows a diurnal trend of NO and NO2 similar to observation, but
the model under predicts NOx concentration. O3 is formed from the two major precursors,
the VOCs and NOx due to photochemical reaction and is only produced during daytime.
The model result is in close agreement with the observation (bottom right panel of Fig 4.1)
Fig 4.2 shows the time series of the modeled bulk aerosol mass concentration (represented
by solid black line). Both AMS and AToFMS had been used during the campaign. AToFMS
captures a fraction of the size range of ambient aerosol from around 110 nm to 610 nm.
The left panel of Fig 4.2 shows the comparison of the model result with the AMS obser-
vation (the whole particle population of the model was used for the comparison) and the
right column shows the comparison with AToFMS measurement (the particles in the model
between 110 nm – 610 nm size was used for this comparison). The urban plume scenario
was constructed using the aerosol classes obtained from AToFMS measurement and the in-
strument does not capture the aerosol particle emitted from the cooking (Cooking organic
aerosol). Therefore OA is under predicted by the model (Fig 4.2, second panel), compared
to the measurement. Otherwise the evolution of primary non reactive species like BC and
secondary species like NO3
−, NH4+ and SO42− are closely captured closely by the model.
Therefore to summarize, from Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 we can conclude that the model captures
the evolution of bulk aerosol and trace gases very closely to the observation.
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of aerosol bulk concentration in the urban air parcel as it is advected
and comparison with the observation.
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4.2 Evolution of size distribution of aerosol species
Fig 4.3 shows the evolution of the aerosol number and total mass size distribution over the
course of simulation period and comparison with the observation. The change in these size
distributions reflects the combined effects of emission, condensation, evaporation, coagula-
tion and dilution. The top panel of Fig 4.3 shows the evolution of number concentration and
the bottom panel shows the evolution of mass concentration and the solid lines represent
the model prediction.
Figure 4.3: Evolution of number (left row) and total dry mass (right row) distribution for
increasing time since start.
A comparison between the model result with the observation shows observed that the
model over predicts the number concentration, especially by the end of the simulation. The
mass concentration is over predicted for the entire period, but especially towards the end of
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the simulation. But for both number and mass concentration, model result and observations
are in the same order of magnitude. From the model result we can see that the total mass
distribution is higher when emission is dominant like during day time and evening, but falls
later as dilution becomes more dominant.
4.3 Mixing state of aerosol
This section is divided into two subsections. Firstly, mixing state of aerosol is characterized
and then the model result is compared with the data derived from observation.
4.3.1 Mass fraction of different species
The evolution of mixing state is examined for different types of aerosol particles as a func-
tion of time. As a single aerosol particle is composed of several components in varying
proportions, aerosol mixing state becomes a multidimensional quantity. For example for any
aerosol species A, the mass fraction is represented as
wA,dry =
µA
µdry
(4.1)
where µA is mass of aerosol species A in a given particle and µdry is the total dry mass
of a particle.
Based on the aerosol dry mass fraction a two dimensional number concentration is de-
fined, which is a function of both particle composition and diameter. The two dimensional
cumulative number distribution, is the number of particles per volume that have a diameter
less than D and mass fraction of aerosol A of less than w. The left panel of Fig 4.4 shows
the BC and OC mass fraction 2h into simulation (07:00 LST). At the time of emission, none
of the particles were purely BC or OC containing, therefore there is neither wBC,dry = 100%
nor wOC,dry = 100%. Each of the different bands represent the dry mass fraction of BC or
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OC in the different classes. After the 1st hour of simulation, particles start forming between
the different classes due to coagulation and condensation and a continuum mixing state is
formed between the maximum and minimum values (right panel of Fig 4.4).
Figure 4.4: Two dimensional number distribution 1h (06:00 LST) and 13h (18:00 LST)
into simulation. The top panels show the distribution ∂2NBC,dry(D,w)/(∂log10D∂w) with
respect to dry diameter D and BC dry mass fraction wBC,dry. The bottom panels show the
distribution ∂2NOC,dry(D,w)/(∂log10D∂w) with respect to dry diameter D and OC dry mass
fraction wOC,dry.
Fig 4.5 shows the comparison between the model result and the observation. As men-
tioned earlier the urban plume scenario was based on the aerosol classes crated by clustering
AToFMS data. Due to the clustering method, about 85% of the total mass was only ac-
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counted for in the model. In case of deriving the two dimensional aerosol mass fraction from
the measurement data the total data set could be used. Therefore in the left panel of the
figure particles with 100% BC can be seen which is not captured by the model (maximum
BC mass fraction is attributed to particles originating from traffic emission at around 60%).
By introducing variability in the composition of aerosol classes, we can have aerosol particles
with larger spread in composition.
Figure 4.5: Left panel shows the two dimensional number distribution 3h (08:00 LST) into
simulation (model result) and the right panel shows the average two dimensional number
distribution at 8am during weekdays of Period 3 (measurement result) of BC dry mass
fraction.
4.3.2 Mixing state parameters
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, Riemer and West (2013) gave a quantitative metric for
aerosol population mixing state, based on diversity measures derived from the entropy of
the chemical species distribution among particles.
The entropy Hi or diversity Di of a single particle i measures how uniformly distributed
the constituent species are within the particle. This ranges from the minimum value (Hi = 0,
Di = 1) when the particle is composed of a single pure species, to the maximum value
(Hi = lnA, Di = A), when the particle is composed of equal amounts of all of A species.
Fig 4.6 shows the two dimensional number distribution of per-particle diversity Di, 1h and
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13 h into simulation. As more intermediate particles are formed due to coagulation and
condensation, a diverse range of Di values is seen for the particle population, 13h into the
simulation.
Figure 4.6: Two dimensional number distribution of per-particle diversity Di, 1h and 13 h
into simulation.
The per particle diversity can be extended to entire particle population giving different
measures of population diversity. Alpha diversity Dα measures the average species diversity
in the population i.e. average per-particle effective number of species in the population, and
ranges from 1 when all particles are pure, to a maximum when all particles have identical
mass fractions. The blue line in the top left panel of Fig 4.7 shows the time evolution of
alpha diversity. Beta diversity Dβ measures the inter particle diversity. and Dγ measures the
overall species diversity within the environment. Dβ is defined by an affine ratio of gamma
to alpha diversity, so it measures inter-particle diversity and ranges from 1 when all particles
have identical mass fractions, to a maximum when every particle is pure but the bulk mass
fractions are all equal. The blue line of top right panel of Fig 4.7 shows the beta diversity.
The bulk population diversity (Dγ) is the product of diversity on the per-particle level (Dα)
and diversity between the particles (Dβ), given by
Dγ = Dα ×Dβ (4.2)
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Dγ measures the effective number of species in the bulk population, ranging from 1 if the
entire population contains just one species, to a maximum when there are equal bulk mass
fractions of all species. The red line in top left panel of Fig 4.7 shows the time evolution of
gamma diversity. All these analysis were done using the entire particle population.
Figure 4.7: Top panel shows the time series of the various diversity parameter. The top left
figure shows the population diversity Dγ and average particle species diversity Dα. The top
right figure shows the inter particle diversity Dβ and mixing state index χ. Bottom panel
shows the mixing state diagram showing population diversity Dγ versus the average particle
species diversity Dα.
Dα (per - particle) and Dγ (bulk) can be combined to give the single mixing state index
χ, which measures the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the population.
χ =
Dα − 1
Dγ − 1 (4.3)
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The magenta line in the top right panel of Fig 4.7 shows the evolution of mixing state
index χ. χ is almost always more than 60%, indicating a fairly internally mixed population.
The mixing state diagram (bottom panel Fig 4.7) shows that the entire aerosol popu-
lation was more internally mixed for the entire time of simulation. If we look back at the
composition of the fresh emission classes, we can see that even initially, each individual par-
ticle had a fairly complicated composition (around 6 kinds of aerosol composed each of the
emission classes). With aging the relative proportion of the different aerosol in an aerosol
changed but it still had a complex composition, thus making the whole population more
internally mixed overall.
Figure 4.8: Comparison between the model derived mixing state parameters (shown by solid
black line) and measurement derived mixing state parameters.
Fig 4.8 shows the comparison between the mixing state parameters derived from the
model and those derived from observation. The population diversity Dγ captured by the
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model is very similar to the observation (top right panel of Fig 4.8). But from the Dα
values we can say that the observation shows much simpler individual particles compared
to the model (top left panel of Fig 4.8). The measurement data shows simpler aerosol
particles compared to the model species. Period 3 was characterized by effective dispersion
and lower particle processing. The freshly emitted particle were composed mostly of BC
and OA with very little inorganic ions and in the environment the particles did not age
rapidly. Therefore for the measurement data, the alpha diversity value stays between 2 – 3.
But the model species undergoes rapid aging due to coagulation and condensation and more
species are incorporated in each of the aerosol species. Therefore they have higher alpha
diversity. Because of the same reason, the measurement derived data also sows a higher
inter particle diversity compared to the model result (bottom left panel of Fig 4.8). Overall
the population predicted by the observation is less internally mixed than that predicted by
the model (bottom right panel of Fig 4.8). The model result shown in Fig 4.7 and Fig 4.8)
is slightly different because of the treatment of the individual SOA. To have a meaningful
comparison with the measurement, all the SOA and OC were treated together as one single
species OA, because the measurement does not capture the OC and SOA separately.
In summary, the evolution of bulk aerosol, trace gases and size distribution of aerosols
shows a close agreement with the observation. The comparison of the derived quantities like
mixing state was difficult, because in most cases, similar data from direct measurement was
absent, but still the parameters derived from the observation, gave a good idea how the real
environment looked although the comparison in most cases were less than meaningful.
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Chapter 5
Aerosol Microphysics And Process
Analysis Of Coagulation And
Condensation
This chapter is divided into sections. In the first section, aerosol microphysical properties
specifically CCN activation and optical properties have been studied. In the second part of
this chapter, a detailed study is done on the impact of coagulation and condensation on BC
aging. The impact of these processes are studied on bulk aerosol properties, mixing state
and aerosol microphysics.
5.1 Aerosol Microphysics
Since PartMC-MOSAIC explicitly simulates the composition of each individual particle in
a aerosol population, each particle in the aerosol population can have different composition
and thus different CCN activation properties and optical properties as well. Since each
individual aerosol is tracked, errors due to numerical diffusion and artificial internal mixing
which are always present in sectional and modal models can be completely eliminated. In
this chapter we go through a detailed description of the two major aerosol microphysical
properties -
1. CCN activation
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2. Optical properties
5.1.1 CCN Activation Properties
Since PartMC-MOSAIC can explicitly simulate and track the dry size and composition of
each individual particle in a aerosol population, the critical supersaturation (Sc) that each
particle would need to activate to become a cloud droplet can be calculated. The concept of
dimensionless hygroscopicity parameter kappa κ described in Ghan et al. (2001) and Petters
and Kreidenweis (2007) is used to calculate critical supersaturation.
The overall hygroscopicity parameter κ for a particle is the volume weighted average of
the κ values of the constituent species. κ is defined by Equation 5.1 -
1
aw
= 1 + κ · Vdry
Vw
(5.1)
where aw = water activity, Vdry = dry particle volume and Vw = the volume of water in
the particle
The equilibriumm saturation ratio (S) over an aqueous particle of diameter D is given
by the Kohler (Equation 5.2),
S(D) = aw · exp
(
4σwMw
RTρwD
)
(5.2)
where σw = surface tension of the solution - air interface, Mw = molecular weight of
water, R = universal gas constant, T = temperature and ρw = density of water
Combining Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2 the equilibrium saturation ratio is derived as
-
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S(D) =
(
D3 −D3dry
D3 −D3dry(1− κ)
)
· exp
(
A
D
)
(5.3)
where D = wet diameter, Ddry = dry diameter given by Vdry =
pi
6
·D3dry and A =
(
4σwMw
RTρwD
)
When the critical diameter Dc ≥ Ddry the supersaturation S(D) becomes the critical
supersaturation Sc. To obtain the critical supersaturation Sc, a derivative of Equation 5.3
with respect to D is requires (given by Equation 5.4).
∂S(D)
∂D
=
−Af(D)
(D3 −D3dry(1− κ))2D2
· exp
(
A
D
)
(5.4)
f(D) = f1(D) + f2(D)
f1(D) =
((
D3 −D3dry 2−κ2
)2 −D6dry · κ24 )
f2(D) = −3D
3
dryκ
A
·D4
The denominator of Equation 5.4 is always positive for all D > Ddry. Therefore for
S(D) = Sc, f(Dc) = 0. Using this value Dc in Equation 5.3 the critical supersaturation Sc
is calculated.
Figure 5.1: Two dimensional number distribution after 1h, 13h and 24h of simulation. The
figure show the distribution ∂2NS(D,Sc)/(∂log10D∂log10Sc) with respect to dry diameter D
and critical supersaturation Sc.
Fig 5.1 shows the two dimensional distribution of critical supersaturation for different
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plume times. Given a certain size range, Sc ranges over an order of magnitude. Since
continuous fresh emission is present, there is a significant heterogeneity in the κ value of
individual particles, which is reflected in the value of Sc. At the start of the simulation
the range of critical supersaturation is largest, but as the simulation progresses in time ,
with both coagulation and condensation happening, near the end of the simulation time, the
entire particle population moves toward a lower value of Sc.
Figure 5.2: Time series of the predicted evolution of CCN/CN ratios at three different
supersaturation.
Fig 5.2 shows the time evolution of CCN/CN ratio for three different supersaturations
(S = 0.5%, S = 0.2% and S = 0.1%), calculated from the particle resolved results. The
CCN/CN ratio for a given Sc decreases as there are fresh emission. When environmental
supersaturation was at 0.5% about 82% of the particles activated into CCN and it reduced
to about 50% and 30% as the environmental supersaturation decreases to 0.2% and 0.1%
respectively. Rapid aging of the primary particles by condensation and coagulation causes
the CCN/CN ratio for each S decreases. During night time the CCN/CN ratio is minimum
due to the slowdown of photochemical production of condensable gases from late afternoon.
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5.1.2 Optical Properties
In this section the optical properties of aerosol particles are studied. The ensemble extinc-
tion (Bext(λ)), scattering (Bscat(λ)) and absorption coefficients (Babs(λ)), ensemble single
scattering albedo (SSA) and ensemble asymmetry parameter g all of which are function
wavelength λ and wet diameter of the particle are studied in detail.
The optical properties of each aerosol particle is studied using the conventional Mie
Theory, which assumes particles to be spherical. Within each particle, the constituents
are assumed to be well mixed, except for BC. A core shell structure (Ackerman and Toon,
1981) is assumed, in which the strongly absorbing BC forms the core, and the other non
absorbing substances present compose the shell. In the optical properties module, the shell
and core refractive indices of each particle i are determined. The refractive indices and the
wet particle diameter is used in the Mie code to calculate the scattering cross section σ′scat,i
(the ratio of the total radiant power scattered by a particle in all directions, to the radiant
power incident on the particle), extinction cross section σ′ext,i (the ratio of the radiant power
removed from the incident beam by a particle, to the radiant power incident on the particle)
absorption cross section σ′abs,i ( ratio of the total radiant power absorbed by a particle, to the
radiant power incident on the particle) and the asymmetry parameter for scattering gi′(λ).
The ensemble scattering, absorption and extinction coefficients are defined but the sum
of their respective cross sections divided by the computational volume (Vcomp) that contains
the particles.
Bscat(λ) =
N∑
i=1
σ′scat,i(λ)
Vcomp
(5.5)
Bext(λ) =
N∑
i=1
σ′ext,i(λ)
Vcomp
(5.6)
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Babs(λ) = Bext(λ)−Bscat(λ) (5.7)
where N is the total number of particles in the computational volume.
The single scattering albedo is defined by the ratio of ensemble scattering and ensemble
extinction.
SSA(λ) = Bscat(λ)/Bext(λ) (5.8)
and the ensemble asymmetry is calculated by
g(λ) =
N∑
i=1
σ′scat,i(λ) · gi′(λ)
N∑
i=1
σ′scat,i(λ)
(5.9)
The ensemble black carbon specific absorption SA(λ) (m2g−1) and ensemble specific
scattering SS(λ) (m2g−1) are calculated as
SA(λ) =
N∑
i=1
σ′abs,i(λ)
N∑
i=1
MBC,i
(5.10)
SS(λ) =
N∑
i=1
σ′scat,i(λ)
N∑
i=1
Mare,i
(5.11)
The refractive indices and all the optical properties were calculated for a wavelength
λ = 550 nm. Fig 5.3 shows the time series of evolution of aerosol optical property. The
single scattering albedo (top right panel, Fig 5.3) initially increases in the first four hour of
simulation but then rapidly decreases as there is more fresh emission. The evolution keeps on
changing, attaining a local maxima and minima depending on the balance between increase
and decrease in non absorbing species due to condensation and evaporation and increase
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and decrease in BC mass (due to emission and dilution and its specific absorption (due to
coating of non absorbing species).
Time evolution of ensemble absorption coefficient shows a resemblance to the evolution of
bulk BC mass concentration (Fig 4.2 top panel). The time evolution of ensemble scattering
and ensemble extinction coefficient follow the effects of evolving secondary aerosol species
(bottom left panel of Fig 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Time series of evolution of predicted aerosol optical properties.
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5.2 Impact of different processes on aerosol properties
Coagulation and condensation are the two important processes responsible for aging of the
aerosol particles. In this section we study the impact of coagulation and condensation
on the various aerosol properties like evolution of bulk aerosol concentration, mixing state
parameters and critical supersaturation. The different combination of processes that were
looked into are -
1. condensation with coagulation
2. condensation without coagulation
3. coagulation without condensation
4. without condensation and coagulation
The impacts of these processes are studied on aerosol bulk properties and aerosol micro-
physics.
Fig 5.4 shows the evolution of bulk aerosol concentration for the our different process
combinations. Non reactive species like BC (top panel) doesn’t show a significant difference.
But for the reactive species like NO−3 (bottom panel) or SO
=
4 (not shown here) condensation
affects the bulk concentration.
Fig 5.5 shows the effect of the different processes on the two dimensional cumulative
number distribution of BC dry mass fraction. As seen in top left panel of Fig 4.5, initially
the BC dry mass fraction of each of the aerosol class is seen. As the population evolves
in time, particles are seen between these individual composition bands (top left panel of
Fig 5.5), due to coagulation and condensation. Even when coagulation is switched off these
particles still forms (top right column of Fig 5.5). But when condensation is switched off,
even with coagulation, very few particles are seen between these composition bands (bottom
left panel of Fig 5.5). When both coagulation and condensation is absent, i.e. the dominant
processes are just emission and dilution, almost no particles are seen between the composition
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of bulk aerosol concentration. The left column shows evolution when
condensation is present with coagulation on (blue line) and coagulation off (red line). The
right column shows evolution when condensation is absent with coagulation on (cyan line)
and coagulation off (magenta line).
bands (bottom right panel of Fig 5.5). Therefore from this analysis, we can conclude that
condensation is the dominant aging process in the environment of Paris plume scenario.
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of BC mass fraction (mixing state) as a function of dry diameter.
Each point represent individual particle and is colored by its number concentration.
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Particle diversity is also more when both condensation and coagulation happens and is
not affected a lot when coagulation is switched off. But when condensation is switched off
particle diversity is reduced as expected (Fig 5.6).
Figure 5.6: Two dimensional number distribution of per-particle diversity Di, 13h into
simulation for different processes.
Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.8 shows the impact of different processes on the mixing state parameters.
As discussed earlier, condensation is the dominant process affecting aging in the Paris
plume scenario. In the absence of condensation, fewer new particles are formed, thus de-
creasing the per-particle diversity Dα (right panel of Fig 5.7. The mixing state parameter
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Figure 5.7: Time series of mixing state index χ (top panel) and average particle species
diversity Dα (bottom panel) for the different processes.
χ also remains unchanged in the absence of condensation. When condensation is switched
on the particle is more externally mixed about 6h into the simulation, compared to when
condensation is switched off (left panel of Fig 5.7).
As condensation is switched off lesser number of particle activates into Cloud conden-
sation nuclei (Fig 5.9), similar to the effect during night time, when there is reduction in
aging due to slowdown of photochemical processes. Also in absence of condensation, fresh
emission introduces fresh hygroscopic aerosol particles further reducing CCN/CN ratio.
The optical properties module is associated with MOSAIC, so when MOSAIC is switched
off to understand the impact of condensation, the optical properties module is also switched
off. Therefore we could only study the impact of coagulation on optical properties. Fig 5.10
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Figure 5.8: Mixing state diagram for urban plume case showing the population species
diversity Dγ versus the average particle species diversity Dα (all particles included) for the
different processes.
shows the impact of coagulation on optical properties. As it has been already established
condensation is the dominant aging process in the environment, coagulation does not affect
the optical properties significantly.
In summary we can say that the in the environment of Paris, condensation was the
more dominant process leading to aging. As it is seen for evolution of bulk aerosol species,
BC mass fraction, mixing state parameters and CCN properties, when condensation was
switched off, lesser number of particles aged. In the previous studies using idealized urban
plume scenarios, coagulation has been seen to be the dominant process causing aging. The
difference can be attributed to the difference in the environments and aerosol loading. In
the Paris plume scenario, aerosol loading is almost one order of magnitude lesser than that
of the idealized urban plume scenario. The reduced number flux reduces the probability
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of predicted evolution of CCN/CN ratios at three different supersat-
urations.
of occurrence of stochastic coagulation processes. Moreover the composition of the aerosols
and the gases and also the environmental condition of Paris plume, must have been more
conducive to condensation.
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Figure 5.10: Time series of evolution of predicted aerosol optical properties. Solid line
represents when both coagulation and condensation is on and dashed lines represent when
coagulation is switched off.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
In this study the state-of-the-art particle resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC has been used
for the first time in conjunction with particle resolved measurement in real environment to
study aerosol aging. The case study focused on the winter time conditions in Paris, during
the MEGAPOLI field campaigns
In PartMC-MOSAIC, the gas phase species and aerosols were tracked in a Lagrangian
air parcel. The Paris plume scenario was constructed using the observation data available
from the MEGAPOLI field campaign. The data obtained from the measurements were also
supplemented with resources from literature and scientific assumptions. Therefore although
the model is a zero dimensional box model, the model captures the trend in evolution of
trace gases and bulk aerosols, quite well compared to the measurement. The model result
is always within the variability seen in the daily measurement.
The air parcel containing the background air is advected over the urban area depicting
conditions of Paris as trace gases and aerosols are emitted into the air parcel and the evo-
lution of the species was tracked due to evaporation, photochemical processes, coagulation,
condensation and dilution with background air. The fresh aerosol classes also have a com-
plex composition. Thus the model result showed a internally mixed population throughout
the evolution, although the observation showed a more externally mixed population.
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A detailed study of the impact of the different processes like coagulation and condensa-
tions showed that the conditions in the environment made condensation the primary driver
of aging. When condensation is switched off, for non reactive species like BC, the effect is
not pronounced, but pronounced effect can be seen on secondary species like NO3
−. When
condensation is switched off, the particle aging is reduced and is reflected in almost constant
mixing state index and relatively unchanging diversity of the population.
This study gives a quantitative and qualitative analysis of aerosol aging, CCN activation
and optical properties in the environmental conditions of Paris. Studies similar to this,
integrating particle measurement and modeling can be helped to develop a reliable mixing
state framework, that can be used in regional and global climate model.
One of main challenges of the study was developing the Paris plume scenario for the
box model. The particle resolved measurements required to create this kind of scenarios are
not very easily available. MEGAPOLI field campaign used AToFMS and provided valuable
particle resolved aerosol measurement, but it still missed many details. It could provide only
a partial number concentration. Moreover the emission data for aerosols and even gases were
present as bulk values, whereas we needed it as number flux apportioned to different sources.
Even incase of meteorological data and gas phase data which have a much extensive and
regular observations, many important informations were missing. For example in case of
meteorology, absence of mixing height profile or dilution rate profile had to be derived after
making several assumption from other available sources. In case of the gas phase data, there
is almost a complete absence of VOC emission database and also a scheme to apportion
bulk VOC data to CBMZ species. Therefore the measurements had to be supplemented
with scientific assumptions. More detailed particle resolved measurement, and extensive
observation network of gas phase, particle phase and meteorological data will help us to
create cases based on real environments and study BC aging under different environmental
conditions. If an extensive set of case studies can be created they can be used in future as
benchmark to evaluate BC aging in approximate aerosol models in future.
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